ABSTRACT
The recent increase in online user generated content (UGC) has led to the availability of a large number of posts about products and services. Often, these posts contain complaints that the consumers purchasing the products and services have. However, discovering and summarizing product defects and the related knowledge from large quantities of user posts is a difficult task. Traditional aspect opinion mining models, that aim to discover the product aspects and their corresponding opinions, are not sufficient to discover the product defect information from the user posts. In this paper, we propose Product Defect Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (PDLDA), a probabilistic model that identifies domain-specific knowledge about product issues using interdependent three-dimensional topics: Component, Symptom, and Resolution. A Gibbs sampling based inference method for PDLDA is also introduced. To evaluate our model, we introduce three novel product review datasets. Both qualitative and quantitative evaluations show that the proposed model results in apparent improvement in the quality of discovered product defect information. Our model has the potential to benefit customers, manufacturers, and policy makers, by automatically discovering product defects from online data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The number of Internet users almost tripled (4.2 Billion in Dec. 2018) in the past decade, and 3.4 Billion among them are social media users 1. As a result, a vast volume of online UGC, including product defect related posts, is produced every day. For example, the official database of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has more than 1 million complaints related to the automobile industry. Even more posts are submitted to vehicle quality forums such as toyotanation.com and honda-tech.com. Large numbers of complaints occur in the customer service logs of manufacturers as well. This feedback can be useful for new customers to make purchase decisions, for existing customers to find resolutions to the problems, and for the manufacturers to improve the quality of products and services. Thus, identifying and summarizing product defect and resolution information from online user generated content has wide utility.

Figure 1: Examples of product defect posts (bold: symptom, italic: resolution).

Two product defect posts from NHTSA and Apple MacBook forum, containing defect and solution, are shown in Figure 1. There are two important types of sentences in the posts: sentences in bold which describe the symptoms of the problem, and sentences in italics which illustrate resolution efforts to diagnose and fix the issue. In addition, there are component words, which may occur in both symptom and resolution sentences, and which give focus to a part, aspect, or subsystem of the product. Component, symptom, and resolution characterize product defects, and often occur as key entities in (or attributes of) product defect posts.

Domain-specific product defect mining can be treated as a natural extension of aspect opinion mining. Pioneered by the success of LDA-based models [3] in discovering latent representations of text,
most of the aspect-opinion mining research uses two-dimensional topic models following an "aspect + opinion" pattern, to summarize users’ comments on a specific aspect [4, 11, 14, 15, 25]. In a sample post The screen is very clear and great [21], screen is an aspect, while clear and great are positive opinions.

The following three considerations explicate the distinctions between aspect opinion mining and product defect mining.

- **Component (or aspect)** is important in both types of mining; defects are always related to some property/feature of a product.
- The **opinion** entity is not sufficient to describe the other essential types of defect information. A product post usually contains information on **symptom** and **resolution**, which state how the defect manifests, and the fixes users/mechanics tried, respectively. Instead of [aspect, opinion], an entity pattern of the form [component, symptom, resolution] is needed for modeling defects.
- The occurrence pattern of the key entities in consumer posts is distinctive. Traditional aspect opinion mining classifies text into "aspect" and "opinion" entities at the word level, which often occur as **word pairs** (e.g., "screen" and "clear" in the last example) [11]. But product defect mining needs to segment entities (especially "symptom" and "resolution") at the sentence level. Instead of occurring as word pairs, entities appear as **word groups** of varied sizes in posts.

Considering the unique characteristics of the product defect mining problem, we develop PDLDA, a three-dimensional LDA-based probabilistic model, which has the following primary contributions:

- The proposed model identifies the key entities of product defects – **component**, **symptom**, and **resolution** – from user posts as interdependent three-dimensional topics. For each entity of a defect, we have a corresponding topic. These topics are connected by the dependencies among entities.
- In contrast to the traditional aspect-opinion models, the proposed PDLDA model does not require word pairs. Existing LDA models for aspect summarization [10, 20, 22] usually take word pairs (e.g., an aspect word and an opinion word) as input. In contrast, PDLDA accepts user posts which have varying numbers of component, symptom, and resolution words, and even those without symptom or resolution entities.
- We share new datasets with practical utility that also can be employed in future studies.

## 2 PROPOSED MODEL

### 2.1 Problem Definition

Our work aims to build a model that can effectively identify three key entities of defects: **component**, **symptom**, and **resolution**. Component words (e.g., "engine", "brake", "power train") point out the flawed units which may cause the defect. Symptom words (e.g., "acceleration", "hesitate", "fail") describe what a product defect looks like. In contrast, resolution words (e.g., "check", "replace", "reset") show how people attempt to diagnose and fix the issues. Each of these entities is comprised of words, which usually follow a multinomial distribution across post documents. Furthermore, both symptom words and resolution words rely on the defective components. Therefore, our research problem is: given a dataset with $D$ posts, the PDLDA model should produce a component topic $\phi$ for each of the $K$ defects, which is the core entity. The component topic should be followed by symptom topics $\psi$ and resolution topics $\tau$ which depend on it. Together, these joint topics should provide comprehensive information about a defect.

### 2.2 Entity Extraction

When multiple types of entities are involved, we have to separate words of various types. In our case, we need to find the words belonging to component, symptom, and resolution entities, given a post. Some researchers [10, 20, 22, 24] classify words into categories before entering them into LDA models, while others assign a type to each word with the generative process [2, 16]. The first strategy is more efficient for product defect mining, since words in one sentence usually belong to the same entity (except that a component word may appear in symptom and resolution sentences). The entity extraction methods are introduced in Section 3.1.2 in detail.

### 2.3 PDLDA Model

As shown in Figure 2, PDLDA models key entities (component, symptom, and resolution) of defects with interdependent topics. There are three types of observed entities in the graphical model: component words ($W_c$), symptom words ($W_s$), and resolution words ($W_r$). The topics assigned to these words are $z$, $y$, and $x$, respectively. We use two conditional probability distributions $\eta$ and $\pi$ to model the dependence between symptom and resolution with the component. The notation used in our paper is described in Table 1.

The post generation process is illustrated in Algorithm 1. In the first five 1st-level loops, PDLDA determines the word distributions. For each component topic, a word distribution $\phi$ is
A special feature of the PDLDA model is the presence of two switch variables $s$ and $r$, which are designed to reduce overlap between different symptom (or resolution) topics. In particular, we give the most common words high probability of being assigned into a background symptom or resolution topic. Thus, a background topic will be formed by the words which are common to all the defects, such as "problem", "work", "stop". The TF-IDF value of a word is used to decide whether it is a background or regular word. Specifically, we draw indicators $s$ and $r$ from Bernoulli distributions $\lambda_s$ and $\lambda_r$, respectively. The parameter of these distributions is initialized by the normalized TF-IDF value ($NTI_s$ or $NTI_r$) of that word, in particular, $P(t_s = 0) = \text{normalized TF} * \text{IDF}$.

Using this sampling strategy, especially sampling a component topic for related symptom and resolution topics, we eliminate a key drawback of the existing aspect mining LDA models [10, 20, 22] which require word pairs. For these methods, the opinion topic sampling for an opinion word relies on the aspect topic assigned to the aspect word in that word pair.

### 2.4 Model Inference

We will now provide the details of the inference of the proposed model which uses collapsed Gibbs sampling. The Gibbs updating rules discussed below show how PDLDA assigns topics to the component, symptom, and resolution words in a post.

The Gibbs updating rule for a component word $i$ is:

$$P(z_i = k | z^{\neg i}, C, H) \propto \frac{n^T_c(d, k) + \alpha_k - 1}{\sum_{k=1}^K (n^T_c(d, k') + \alpha_k) - 1} \frac{n^V_c(k, v) + \delta_{vk} - 1}{\sum_{v'=1}^V (n^V_c(k, v') + \delta_{vk'}) - 1}$$

(1)

---

**Algorithm 1: Post generation process of PDLDA**

```plaintext
for each component topic do
    Sample word distribution $\phi \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\delta)$
    Sample conditional topic distribution $\eta \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\epsilon)$ for symp entities
    Sample conditional topic distribution $\pi \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\epsilon)$ for reso entities

for each regular symptom topic do
    Sample word distribution $\psi \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\beta)$

for background symptom topic do
    Sample word distribution $\psi_B \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\beta)$

for each regular resolution topic do
    Sample word distribution $\tau \sim \text{Dirichlet}(y)$

for background resolution topic do
    Sample word distribution $\tau_B \sim \text{Dirichlet}(y)$

for each post $d$ do
    Sample comp topic distribution $\theta_d \sim \text{Multinomial}(\alpha)$
    for each comp word $w_c$ of $d$ do
        Sample a comp topic $z \sim \text{Multinomial}(\theta_d)$
        Sample $w_c \sim \text{Multinomial}(\phi_z)$

for each symp word $w_s$ of $d$ do
    Draw a comp topic $z'$ from the set of $z$
    Sample an indicator $t_s \sim \text{Bernoulli}(\lambda_s)$
    if $t_s = 0$ then
        Sample a symp topic $y \sim \text{Multinomial}(\eta_{z'})$
        Sample $w_s \sim \text{Multinomial}(\psi_y)$
    else if $t_s = 1$ then
        Sample $w_s \sim \text{Multinomial}(\psi_B)$

for each reso word $w_r$ of $d$ do
    Draw a comp topic $z'$ from the set of $z$
    Sample an indicator $t_r \sim \text{Bernoulli}(\lambda_r)$
    if $t_r = 0$ then
        Sample a reso topic $x \sim \text{Multinomial}(\pi_{z'})$
        Sample $w_r \sim \text{Multinomial}(\tau_x)$
    else if $t_r = 1$ then
        Sample $w_r \sim \text{Multinomial}(\tau_B)$
```

---

This is the main reason why these models only accept word pairs as input.
Assuming the corresponding component topic of symptom word \( i \) is \( k \), the Gibbs updating rule for symptom words is:

\[
P(y_i = l | z, y^{si}, S, H) \propto \frac{n_i^T(k, l) + \epsilon_i - 1}{\sum_{l'=1}^{K} (n_i^T(k, l') + \epsilon_i - 1)}
\]

(2)

Assuming the corresponding component topic of resolution word \( i \) is \( k \), the Gibbs updating rule for resolution words is:

\[
P(x_i = m | z, x^{si}, R, H) \propto \frac{n_i^T(k, m) + \epsilon_m - 1}{\sum_{m'=1}^{K} (n_i^T(k, m') + \epsilon_m - 1)}
\]

(3)

As mentioned before, the model decides whether a symptom (or resolution) word should be assigned with a background or regular symptom (or resolution) topic based on its TF-IDF value. The TF-IDF value is normalized for each post and used to set the parameter of the Bernoulli distribution \( \lambda_s \) or \( \lambda_r \), from which we sample the type (background or regular) of that word.

3 EVALUATION

3.1 Experimental Setup

3.1.1 Datasets. To evaluate the usability of our model on different kinds of data, we use a wide range of datasets for our evaluation, including the complaint database of NHTSA\(^3\), the problem discussion threads in the official forum of Apple\(^4\), and the disease discussion threads in the Patient.info forum\(^5\). In the NHTSA and Apple datasets, we aim to discover the product defects and resolutions. In the Patient.info dataset, the human diseases can be considered analogous to product defects, and we aim to find their treatments, which is analogous to defect resolutions. Products which received the most complaints are selected from those data sources, and a post dataset is constructed for each, shown in Table 2. Specifically, we select posts of FORD FOCUS (1998-2004), Apple MacBook, and Patient.info to create 3 datasets. The entire datasets are used for topic coherence and qualitative evaluation. In addition, subsets of these datasets are manually labeled for post clustering evaluation. The post clusters are manually tagged by four Virginia Tech undergraduate students (each post tagged by 2 students), with an inter-annotator agreement rate of 81.2%. The post and cluster count of subsets are shown in columns 3 and 4 in Table 2.

\(3\) https://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/downloads/flatfiles.cfm
\(4\) https://discussions.apple.com
\(5\) https://patient.info/forums

3.1.2 Data Preprocessing. Since this research primarily focuses more on the design of the topic model, rather than segmentation of the entities, we used light weight methods to implement entity segmentation. The frequent item set mining approach is used to extract components in all the datasets, by following the method introduced in [8]. Regarding the extraction of symptom and resolution entities, different strategies are used on various datasets.

- For the Apple forum and Patient.info datasets, we rely on the thread structure to separate them. Each forum thread is taken as a document. Then, we take the sentences in the first post as symptom sentences and those in the “most recommended solution” post as resolution sentences.
- A lexicon-based method is applied to the NHTSA datasets. Three types of sentences exist in the NHTSA posts: ownership, symptom, and resolution. We go through the sentences of a small dataset which has 400 posts of different vehicle models, find the feature words (e.g., “buy”, “purchase”, and “own”) of ownership sentences, and find the feature words (e.g., “fix”, “remedy”, and “resolve”) of resolution sentences. In this way, two lexicons are created, which will help decide the sentence type according to the lexicon word occurrence.

Topic models are quite sensitive to noise such as stop-words. Thus, a filter based on POS tagging further removes less-informative candidate symptom and resolution words. Based on our observations, we assume the most informative words are nouns, verbs, and adjectives. We apply the Stanford POS tagger [18] to symptom and resolution sentences, keeping only nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Then, we can provide observations (three entities for each post) to the PDLDA model.

3.1.3 Implementation and Parameter Setting. PDLDA is implemented in Java. We use symmetric priors for the Dirichlet distribution parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \delta, \gamma, \) and \( \epsilon \), and set them with empirically derived values \( \alpha = 0.01, \beta = \gamma = \delta = \epsilon = 0.001 \).

3.2 Performance Evaluation

3.2.1 Evaluation Criteria. Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations are conducted for the evaluation of the proposed PDLDA model.

- **Entity Clustering Accuracy**: Precision, Recall, and F-Measure [11] metrics are selected to measure entity (e.g., symptom and resolution) clustering performance. We follow the process introduced in [23] to calculate them.
- **Topic Coherence**: The Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) metric [12] is chosen for topic coherence measurement.
- **Qualitative Evaluation**: The defects of different product models are identified from posts as joint topics.

3.2.2 Baseline Methods.

- **Standard LDA [3]**: After entity extraction using the methods in last section, we run standard LDA on the words of three entities separately to get three kinds of topics.
- **ILDA [10]**: We get the component (aspect) and the symptom (opinion) topics by taking symptom sentences as input, and get the component (aspect) and the resolution (opinion) topics from resolution sentences. A dependency parser [5] is used to extract aspect and opinion entities.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Datasets} & \text{All posts} & \text{Labeled posts} & \text{Clusters} \\
\hline
\text{FOCUS (98-04)} & 10,099 & 1,941 & 4 \\
\text{MACBOOK} & 2,098 & 413 & 5 \\
\text{Patient.info} & 43,928 & 43,928 & 10 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
• **ME-LDA** [25]: We use the same input used in ILDA to produce topics by ME-LDA. Our own component lexicon and the opinion lexicon in [8] are used to label word types.

### 3.3 Experimental Results

#### 3.3.1 Post Clustering

For this evaluation, the posts are clustered along two dimensions. First, they are clustered according to the symptom entity, then according to the resolution entity, using different models. When clustering symptom entities of posts, we take the symptom topic ID assigned to the majority of symptom words of a post as its symptom cluster. A similar clustering process occurs when the posts are clustered according to their resolution entities.

The clustering performance on the three datasets is shown in Table 3. We can see the precision and F-measure of PDLDA are better than the baselines, for both symptom and resolution clustering on all the datasets. ME-LDA has better recall on the MacBook dataset. Since PDLDA jointly models the three entities, it leverages the influence of component entities when clustering dependent entities. Therefore, it outperforms the standard LDA. In addition, PDLDA extracts more reasonable words on product defects than ILDA and ME-LDA; thus it captures more important features when clustering post entities. Also, the clustering performance on resolution entities is low for all of the models, compared to the symptom entities. This reveals that the words in resolution sentences are more difficult to separate. We observe that the words describing problem fixing measures are quite common, especially when we exclude the component words.

### 3.3.2 Topic Coherence

The topic coherence scores over 3 datasets are shown in Figure 3. Since the sampling of component topics in PDLDA is the same as the standard LDA, they perform quite similarly in terms of the topic coherence of components. Thus we only show the topic coherence of symptom and resolution topics. PDLDA outperforms the baseline methods in most cases, especially when the number of topics is over 15. Both the topic interdependency and entity identification mechanisms contribute to this. The PMI of PDLDA stops increasing and converges to the baselines when the topic number is very large. A possible reason is, the actual number of topics in the datasets is limited; thus, more overlap among topics occurs along with the topic number increase, which may prevent the PMI increase. ME-LDA outperforms LDA and ILDA, as it benefits from incorporating prior knowledge (i.e., tagged word types) when identifying word types. Simple models (LDA and ILDA) perform better when the number of topics is small (e.g., 5 topics).

### 3.3.3 Qualitative Evaluation

While capturing critical defects of a vehicle model, PDLDA uses joint topics, composed of the most probable component, symptom, and resolution words, to show the defect information. In our output, each defect is led by its

![Figure 3: PMI coherence of symptom and resolution topics.](image-url)

The component topic, followed by relevant symptom and resolution topics. The component topic distribution $p(\theta_{d,k})$ in document $d$ is determined by Eq. (4). Given the component topic $k$, the most relevant symptom topic $l$ can be obtained by sorting $\eta_{k,l}$, which is calculated by Eq. (5). Similarly, the most relevant resolution topic $m$ given component topic $k$ is obtained by sorting $\eta_{k,m}$, which is calculated by Eq. (6). The keywords of all types of topics can be figured out using the second part of the Gibbs updating rules.

\[
\theta_{d,k} = \frac{n^S_k(d,k) + \alpha_k}{\sum_{k' \epsilon \mathcal{K}}(n^S_k(d,k') + \alpha_{k'})}
\]

\[
\eta_{k,l} = \frac{n^S_l(k,l) + \epsilon_l}{\sum_{l' \epsilon \mathcal{L}}(n^S_l(k,l') + \epsilon_{l'})}
\]

\[
\eta_{k,m} = \frac{n^S_m(k,m) + \epsilon_m}{\sum_{m' \epsilon \mathcal{M}}(n^S_m(k,m') + \epsilon_{m'})}
\]
Due to space constraints, Table 4 shows joint topics only for the “ignition” issue of FOCUS 98-04. The top 5 words are shown for component topics, while the top 10 words are shown for symptom/resolution topics. Looking at the joint topics produced by PDLDA, we see that the ignition component problem caused the key stuck in the lock so it could not turn, which was resolved by car towing and locksmith service. For each defect, users can locate the flawed units by reading the component topic, then learn what happens and how it is fixed, by reading the dependent topics. The nonrelevant words in the topics are underlined, through which we can see the topics generated by PDLDA have fewer nonrelevant and general words (e.g., “put” and “get” in column 6).

As demonstrated above, PDLDA can effectively and accurately identify defects and related solutions of products from online UGC, especially for products which people can fix by themselves, such as vehicles, electronics, etc. And it can also help patients find the symptoms and related treatments of diseases. Based on them, customers can make purchase decisions, manufacturers can improve products, governments can undertake administrative actions, and patients can find useful information for disease diagnosis and treatment.

4 RELATED WORK
Product defect mining is an extension of aspect-based opinion mining which has not been thoroughly investigated in the literature. Earlier works on product defect mining [1] classified product defects, as discussed in online forums, according to the level of severity. This method attempted to discover whether a defect exists in a review, or the severity of the defect, but did not account for the details of the defect (e.g. symptoms). Later, Tutubalina and Ivanov [19] extracted key phrases on product problems from user reviews according to the syntax dependencies among words. But, it relies on pre-defined syntax dependency rules, which is hard to generalize.

LDA based models have been successfully used for aspect-based opinion mining, and have incorporated various related factors, due to the unsupervised and flexible characteristics of LDA. Titov and McDonald [17] separated global and local opinion topics using a multiple-grain LDA model. Lin and He [9] pointed out the importance of sentiment in terms of opinion mining and added it as a key latent variable in their topic model. Zhao et al. [25] proposed a Maximum Entropy-LDA hybrid model to separate aspect words and aspect-specific opinion words. Ahuja et al. [2] incorporated GeoTaggers into their aspect-opinion model by assuming people living in different places may discuss different topics and hold varied opinions. Park et al. [13] proposed an LDA model which connected Mobile Application (APP) descriptions with corresponding reviews in order to improve mobile APP searching. A holistic model which included most of the above key entities (e.g., aspect, opinion, sentiment, and granularity) was proposed by Wang et al. [21]. They further boosted their LDA model with domain knowledge learned by lifelong machine learning, which can be regarded as an extension of [7] and [6]. Rakesh et al. [16] suggested a spike-and-slab prior over the document-topic distribution, which generates fine-grained summaries of online reviews. However, the entities captured by these traditional aspect opinion mining models are not specific enough for product defect mining. In addition, these models cannot adapt to the characteristics of defect description (e.g., key entity locations).

5 CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the problem of product defect identification. To identify the key information of product defects, we develop a PDLDA model which extracts interdependent topics (component, symptom, and resolution) from UGC. This model differs from existing aspect summarization models as it jointly identifies the key entities of product defects as interdependent three-dimensional topics. In addition, PDLDA eliminates the dependence on word pairs that are required by the existing models.Collapsed Gibbs sampling is used for model inference. Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations are performed. PDLDA is shown to effectively identify product defects and to outperform existing methods. Since the (three) types of entities modeled by PDLDA frequently exist in the posts on different products, it can be easily generalized to health applications as well as other products, especially to products which people can fix by themselves, such as software, cell phones, cameras, etc. As future work, we plan to explore other entities related to product defects, such as user requirements and product improvements. The datasets and code will be released on Github6.

6https://github.com/aizest/PDLDA
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